I'm posting this here during a VoC moon, so I won't go into too much detail.

This situation with Iran IS potentially very serious. Do not take this lightly. I'm judging this by the astrology charts of both the US and Iran, and the 2020 US solar return chart (4 July 2020) and the upcoming transits of Saturn.

Thanks to the fucking Jews, and those goddamned Christians, nearly every community in the US is infested with muslims from all over the world. I won't waste my time elaborating here. This is really bad.

Iran's threat of retaliation should be taken seriously. Transiting Saturn is rapidly approaching US chart ruler Mercury this month. (The Gemini rising chart is the accurate chart for the US). Again, I'm not going to get into a long reading here for the US and Iran astrology charts and how they interact.

Everyone should be on high alert. It's best to stay near home at this time. Be vigilant and ultra aware of your surroundings. It's best not to travel unless absolutely necessary.

In public places, always be in a position where you can see what's going on around you. Never, ever sit with your back to a window or door. Sit or position yourself where you can observe anything going on.

In your workplace, know and plan what to do in an emergency. The best, quickest and safest escape routes.

Everyone in your family should be prepared and know what to do in an emergency. Important phone numbers should be memorized. Phones may be down. Each and every family member should know what to do if there is an emergency. Where to go, where to meet and so forth.

Also, food and water backup is essential, along with any other necessities like pet
food, first aid, any important medications and so forth.

The populace is quick to panic. Food stores can be quickly stripped, gasoline may be unavailable and important places can be closed. Also, this is not a time to rely on computers in any way. Cyber attacks. Nearly everything nowadays is dependent upon computers.

If you live in a home, purchase a generator, preferably 2. Be familiar with how it works before you HAVE to use it and have the necessary gasoline for it.

Read up on more emergency information on the internet, from more than just one source. Be prepared. Chemical attacks, biological attacks, what to do and how to prepare.

I saw something real bad in the US planets several years ago, but had no idea how this would possibly manifest.

Again, this situation is nothing to blow off or take lightly.
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